
Identifying likely active binding pockets in all human proteins

Of potential protein binding pockets, which are 
conserved and thus likely functional?

Dependent variable: Extent of conservation

Independent variable: Whether the binding 
pocket is functional 

Only a few pockets on each protein show high levels 
of conservation, suggesting that it is possible to 
identify functional binding pockets using our 
strategy.

Research Question

ConclusionMethodology

Data Analysis and Results

1. Protein structures 
were downloaded from 
Uniprot

2. Using the tool FPocket, 
protein pockets were 
predicted for each structure

3. For each pocket, amino acids 
associated with the pocket were 
identified

4. Each protein was 
mapped to the human 
genome using Mirage

5. Amino acids with high 
conservation were found using 
data from the UCSC genome 
browser; these were used to 
identify conserved pockets

Data type Count

Proteins 
(human)

20,504

Binding 
pockets

733,767

Amino acids Aprox. 
10,000,000

We identified 733,767 potential binding pockets 
for 20,504 human proteins. Most pockets did not 
show high levels of evolutionary conservation.



Proteins and 
Their Binding 
Pockets
Proteins are the machines that do 
most of the important work in all 
living things including viruses, 
bacteria, plants, and animals. 
They control communication within 
cells, provide structure, transport 
molecules throughout and between 
cells, and perform countless other 
functions. In general, proteins 
function by interacting with the 
environment around them, which 
usually involves binding ligands 
(small molecules or other proteins), 
and acting in response to that 
binding activity.

Protein

Ligand in 
binding pocket

Commons.wikimedia.org. 2022. File:Proten ligand binding.PNG - Wikimedia 
Commons. [online] Available at: 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Proten_ligand_binding.PNG> 
[Accessed 20 February 2022].

database, PDBbind-CN. Welcome to 
Pdbbind-CN Database, 
http://www.pdbbind.org.cn/browse.php. 



Identifying Binding Pockets

Despite the importance of binding activity in proteins, binding pockets are 
generally difficult to identify. In some cases, binding pockets have been 
identified through extensive physical experimental effort, but this effort is not 
scalable to a full collection of all proteins.

In this project, we have tied together several data sources and tools to 
computationally predict the locations of binding pockets in human proteins. 
Our tools utilize known structures for proteins, methods for predicting pockets 
in those proteins, and estimates of whether proposed pockets are functional.

Library of Congress. https://cdn.loc.gov/copyright/licensing/noi/files/Google,%20Inc.-2018.08.19-
NOI.foreign%20title.xlsx.



Functional Parts of Proteins are 
Conserved by Evolution

Active sites in proteins are typically the most conserved positions in the protein.

Embl-Ebi. Skylign, 
http://skylign.org/. 

Proteins are encoded by DNA in the genome. A measure of conservation across the 
genome has been computed using the software PhyloP.

Human hg38 ChrX:15,560,138-15,602,945 UCSC Genome 
Browser V426, https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks. 



Methods (Summary)

• Protein pockets 
• Downloaded predicted protein structures of all 20,504 human proteins from the Uniprot

repository.

• Applied the software Fpocket to identify potential pockets in all proteins.

• Utilized the software Pymol to locate the center of each pocket in 3-D space and to identify 
the amino acids in close proximity to pocket centers.

• Amino acid conservation
• Downloaded pre-computed estimates of conservation levels for all nucleotides in the entire 

human genome.

• Mapped all proteins to their encoding locations on the genome and used these mapped 
locations to compute an estimate of the level of conservation of each amino acid in each 
protein .

• Pocket conservation
• Combined results from previous two stages to compute a measure of the conservation of each 

predicted binding pocket.

• Gathered distributions and examples of pocket conservation values.



Methods 
(Downloading Structures, Predicting Pockets)

• We downloaded structures for all 20,504 human proteins from Uniprot. Each structure 
is stored in a separate file. Some of these structures are experimentally verified, but 
the majority are predicted structures obtained using a new software tool called 
AlphaFold2.

• We wrote a Python script that enumerated all protein structure files, passing each file 
as input to the binding pocket prediction software Fpocket. Fpocket produces a large 
number of potential pockets per protein.



Methods 
(Identifying Amino Acids in Pockets)

Data type Count

Proteins (human) 20,504

Binding pockets 733,767

Amino acids ~ 6,800,000

• We wrote a Python script that enumerated all 733,767 potential pockets, and for each 
pocket ran a custom Pymol command to identify all atoms within 5 angstroms of the 
pocket center.

• We wrote a Python script to reduce the set of atoms above down to the amino acids 
containing those atoms (for each pocket).

Atoms in
binding pocket



Methods 
(Amino Acid Conservation Estimates)

• We downloaded per-nucleotide estimates of the extent of conservation for every 
nucleotide in the human genome (3 billion nucleotides) from the UCSC genome browser.

• We ran a tool called pdb2fasta, which produces the protein sequence (in a format called 
fasta) for every protein structure.

• We ran the tool Mirage to map all protein sequences 
to the parts of the genome that encode them. 
This produces a list of the center nucleotide 
responsible for each amino acid in each protein. We 
wrote a script to convert this to "BED" format.

• We wrote a Python script to capture an estimate of 
the conservation of all amino acids in every protein 
evaluated in the previous step.

• We used these positionsto look up the per-
nucleotide conservation levels from the UCSC data. 
This required the use of the tool bedextract, which 
efficiently compares the contents of two list files in 
the "BED" format.

• The result of this process is a list of the amino acid 
conservation values for all protein sequences.



Methods 
(Pocket conservation estimates)

• We wrote a Python script that 
considered each pocket file 
individually, and for each amino acid 
that is associated with that pocket, 
captured the amino acid conservation 
value gathered on the previous slide.

• The result was one file per pocket with 
each line containingthe conservation 
value for a single amino acid in that 
pocket.

- Many amino acids
- Most highly 
conserved

- Most amino acids 
not conserved

- Few amino acids
- Low conservation



Methods 
(Capturing distributions and examples)

• For each pocket, we computed the maximum and mean conservation over all amino 
acids in the pocket.

• Using the matplotlib library in Python, we assigned each pocket to a conservation bin 
with 300 bins being used. These were plotted as histograms.



Results
Distribution of Binding Pocket Conservation

Maximum conservation per pocket. For each 
pocket, we computed the maximum conservation of 
the amino acids in that pocket and assigned pockets to 
bins in a bar chart according to this max conservation. 
This graph shows that a small percentage of all 
proposed binding pockets have one or more amino 
acids with extreme conservation values. These are 
likely to be true binding pockets. This agrees with the 
expectation that any protein will have only a small 
number of binding pockets.

Mean conservation per pocket. For each pocket, we 
computed the mean conservation of the amino acids in 
that pocket and assigned pockets to bins in a bar chart 
according to this mean conservation. This graph shows 
that there are no pockets with outstanding average 
conservation. This is likely because most amino acids 
aren't highly conserved, even in true binding pockets.



Results
Example of Conservation-Labeled Pockets

• Below are 3 images of the same protein, highlighting separate proposed 
pockets, one real and two not. These pockets are the same ones from slide 9.

Pocket 38 – max = 10.003Pocket 14 – max = 8.079Pocket 3 – max = 2.955



Conclusion

Proteins that are found in humans are also largely found in almost all other mammals and their 
structures are generally conserved across evolutionary time. It is commonly accepted that 
features important to a protein will be highly conserved across mammals. Perhaps the most 
important feature of most proteins is the way that they bind to the molecules they interact with. 
It is thus reasonable to expect that functional binding pockets will usually be highly conserved.

Recent advances have produced predicted structures for all human proteins, and new tools aim 
to predict binding pockets in those structures. Those tools frequently predict a dozen or more 
pockets per protein, far more than the typical one or two pockets found in real proteins. Based 
on the idea that functional aspects of proteins are more conserved, we hypothesized that true 
predicted binding pockets will show levels of conservation higher than false predicted binding 
pockets.

We explored this idea by predicting pockets for all human proteins and identifying the 
conservation level for each proposed pocket. We found that using the conservation level of the 
most conserved amino acid in a pocket appears to produce the most informative distribution of 
pockets. Using this measure, the large majority of predicted pockets show low to middle 
conservation, leaving a small number of pockets as the most likely candidates for being the true 
binding pocket for the protein.

To explore this idea further, we inspected the 47 proposed binding pockets for the ACE2 receptor 
(a key binding target for SARS-CoV-2) and found that proposed pockets with high conservation 
appeared to fall within reasonable "pocket-like" regions of the protein, while proposed pockets 
with low conservation appeared randomly on the surface of the protein.



Future Work

- Our results are theoretical. An important next step is to 
validate our predictions using a dataset of known protein 
binding pockets. This can be done using the database 
pdb-bind.

- The conservation measures we have used are actually 
measures of nucleotide conservation, which frequently 
saturate, so that it is difficult to discriminate between 
levels of amino acid conservation in proteins that are 
highly conserved. It would be helpful to have a new 
measure of conservation at the level of amino acids. This 
doesn't exist yet.
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